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INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING NOTES

With this first issue of "Teaching Notes on Popula-
tion," we would like to introduce a new venture concerned
with the improvement of the teaching of population studies
in America's colleges and universities. To be issued as an
occasional newsletter, "Teaching Notes" is designed to serve
as a clearinghouse for the exchange of ideas and information
on new strategies of teaching and instructional resources
for education about population. It is our hope that the
newsletter will assist college teachers in serving the grow-
ing interest in population problems and in meeting the new
challenges created by the growing importance of demographic
forces in shaping the future of America and the world.

The establishment of "Teaching Notes on Population" was
stimulated by a perceived crisis in undergraduate education
concerning population studies. Contemporary world and do-
mestic population growth have been paralleled by a burgeon-
ing interest in population studies on the part et college
undergraduates. This interest, however, has posed a series
of problems for American institutions of higher learning.
Demographers have traditionally been research-oriented and
have paid little attention to the teaching of their subject
on an undergraduate level. In addition, many colleges and
universities have not been able to "afford" the services of
well-trained population specialists as they attempt to de-
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velop balanced instructional programs and the teaching of
population studies has frequently become the responsibility
of persons better trained and more interested in other
topics. Recent concern for environmental issues has com-
pounded these problems as students and faculty have focused
new attention upon demographic variables. While such con-
cern is certainly to be welcomed, it has meant that many
demographic subtleties, best explored by those trained in
the social sciences, have not received the consideration
that they deserve. Similarly, many important questions have
gone unasked and unanswered.

As a consequence, there is an important need for ex-
ploring the teaching of population studies in American in-
stitutions of higher learning. This situation takes on ad-
ditional meaning with the recommendation of the Commission
on Population Growth and the American Future that population
education in the United States be strengthened as a strategy
to prepare persons to cope with the demographic realities
which lie ahead. This recommendation should sezve to give
added impetus to those efforts that are already underway to
improve teaching of population issues in elementary and sec-
ondary schools. College-level education requires a compan-
ion effort. The fact that today's undergraduates, espec-
ially those who will enter teaching careers in elementary
and secondary schools, are the very persons who will most
need the understanding of population problems in the years
immediately ahead only serves to underscore this necessity.
It is our hope that "Teaching Notes" can make a contribution
in this regard.

"Teaching Notes on Population" is a joint venture of
the International Population Program of Cornell University
and the National Council of Associations of International
Studies (NCAIS) through its Foreign Area Materials Center.
Financial support has been provided by the Population Coun-
cil to permit free distribution of the newsletter to all who
are interested in the improvement of undergraduate instruc-
tion in population studies.

In this first issue of "Teaching Notes," we have tried
to suggest some of the kinds of materials that seem appro-
priate for use in undergraduate population studies. The
issue begins with an article that discusses some of the con-
temporary problems faced in teaching population studies to
undergraduates. Expanding upon some of the ideas outlined
above, it seeks to open a needed dialogue on teaching issues
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and other educational questions. The second article out-
lines a strategy for introducing aspects of migration analy-
sis to students while the third selection is a review arti-
cle that examines textbooks on population from the teacher's
perspective. The issue concludes with information on a va-
riety of instructional resources together with some assess-
ment of their value in classroom situations. It is our hope
that these selections provide information and raise ques-
tions that are appropriate to those concerned with the
teaching of population.

"Teaching Notes on Population" is designed to be a
newsletter that caters and responds to its readers by serv-
ing as a clearinghouse for their interests, needs, and
ideas. Quite appropriately, funding for "Teaching Notes" is
assured only for its first year and its continued existence
depends upon the manner in which it fulfills readers' needs.
This can best be assessed by the contribution of information
and manuscripts from those whom it seeks to serve. While
the first issue has necessarily been the product of a few
individuals, we hope that "Teaching Notes" will become com-
mon property for all persons who are concerned with teaching
about population dynamics and issues. Suggestions on the
format and the concerns of "Teaching Notes on Population"
and contributed materials, ranging from assessments of a
particular film to reports on innovative instructional
experiments, will be welcomed.
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CURRENT ISSUES IN THE TEACHING OF POPULATION
PARKER G. MARDEN, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

With all due respect to those few persons who should be
exempted frcm such a sweeping indictment, it does not seem
unfair to state that demographers and others charged by the
academic division of labor with the study of human popula-
tion have been unconcerned with the teaching of their spec-
ialty. For most, population phenomena have been objects for
research while instruction in their intricacies has been
something reserved either for small groups of hardy graduate
students in sociology, stigmatized by their peers as "so-
cial bookkeepers," or for a few undergraduates who needed
three more credit hours for graduation. With student inte-
rest at this level, it may have been more appropriate for
professors at major universities to concentrate their ef-
forts on research (and perhaps the occasional production of
another demographer in their own image) and for instructors
at schools more concerned with undergraduate education to
devote most of their attention to other courses.

In recent years, however, this situation has changed
dramatically. There has been an explosion of student inter-
est in population problems stimulated by a growing awareness
of the magnitude and rapidity of population increase in gen-
eral and by increasing concern for environmental consequen-
ces of poulation growth in particular. (It matters little
whether or not there is actually a close link between the
two problems). Like other segments of the general public,
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students have sought information on population issues but
the response has not been commensurate with their interest.

This situation has several causes. First, individual
instructors have been unable or unwilling to abandon tra-
ditional methods of instruction suitable for a handful of
specialized students and adopt new approaches for teaching
large groups of students about population problems. Second,
many institutions of higher learning have been caught with-
out the human or financial resources to introduce population
studies into the social sciences curriculum in a full-
fledged way. As a result of these factors, as cell as for
more intellectual reasons, leadership in stimulating or
building upon student concern about population has passed to
biological and physical scientists or out of the classroom
altogether.

Thus, the time has come to reassess the teaching of
population problems within undergraduate education. The
timing takes on added meaning in the light of the recommen-
dation of the Commission on Topulation Growth and the Amer-
ican Future that population education programs be estab-
lished "so that present and future generations will he bet-
ter prepared to meet the challenges arising from population
change." While the Commission emphasized elementary and
secondary schools in their discussion of population educa-
tion, assessment of the ways in which population studies are
taught to college students is long overdue, given the number
of students presently enrolled in colleges and universities,
the leadership roles generally assumed by these college
graduates, and the specific mission of many colleges to
prepare teachers for America's classrooms.

This essay will seek to identify some of the problems
that influence current undergraduate instruction in popula-
tion studies. The examination is more one of diagnosis than
one of prescription, however, and probably even the diagno-
sis should be confirmed by other opinions before treatment
(or possibly surgery) is undertaken. Such opinions are
earnestly solicited.

The problems involved in teaching undergraduates about
population can be separated into two general categories, di-
vided by time of appearance. Several seem to,have "always"
existed and have only grown in importance during the past
several years. Others have appeared in this recent period
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as a direct result of the growing and changing interests of
students in population dynamics and policies.

One of the endemic problems is the difficulty of teach-
ing demography in an interesting fashion to large numbers of
undergraduates because of its technical nature and its heavy
emphasis on facts and figures. It is indeed an unusual
undergraduate who deliberately seeks to unravel the myster-
ies of life table construction and it is an unusual in-
structor who can present the Net Reproduction Ratd for 17
nations in an exciting way. Even at the graduate level,
generations of sociologists have been led into social psy-
chology or urban studies by their resistance to the calcu-
lation of dependency ratios!

One could counter by observing that this situation de-
scribes demography and not necessarily a broader subject
that Might be called "population studies." Ignoring for a
moment the various distinctions that students of population
employ in positioning themselves in relation to others, this
observation may indeed be true. But it raises a serious
issue with respect to teaching. If an instructor seeks to
be a "purist" in defining demography as the presentation of
techniques and the results of empirical analysis, he faces
the serious problem of losing student interest. Conversely,
if a teache- "panders" to that interest by disregarding the
critical analytical tools that demographers employ, he pro-
vides a basic disservice. To imagine the disciplined analy-
sis of the important demographic issues and policies of the
present and future without knowledge of cohort fertility or
the distinction between fertility and reproduction rates, is
quite impossible.

Even while still ignoring definitional questions, it is
possible to contend that at the core of populaticn studies
there rests a set of basic demographic principles and con-
cepts. The danger of ignoring such ideas can be seen fre-
quently in the oversimplifications and inaccuracies con-
cerning population advanced by militant ecological activists
and some scientists who would recoil in horror if a demog-
rapher were to claim competence in their field!

This situation sets two tasks before persons who are
concerned with population education on the undergraduate (or
any other) level. First, the demographic core cf population
studies needs to be identified. What basic demographic con-
cepts and techniques should be understood by various cate-
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gories of undergraduates? Second, ways need to be explored
which will present these ideas and procedures tc students in
an interesting, appropriate fashion. There may be little
prospect for change as long as chalk and blackboards remain
the ultimate forms of educational technology at many col-
leges, but it cannot hurt to anticipate the future.

A second problem which also transcends the contemporary
growth of student interest in population but which has been
heightened by this new interest is reflected in the under-
graduate curriculum. Many institutions of higher learning,
especially those that have undergraduate education as their
primary mission, have simply not offered formal courses in
population studies. In a recent survey of 537 four-year
colleges, Reid and Bates found that less than half of the
institutions included a course in demography (or "population
problems") in their sociology programs -- its usual loca-
tion at most schools (1971). If two-year colleges and other
four-year institutions are added to those surveyed by Reid
and Bates (and some adjustment made for the few institu-
tions that include population courses in the geography cur-
riculum or elsewhere)( the number not offering population
courses increases significantly.

But regardless of whether a college does provide such a
course, would like to offer cne, or has never really con-
sidered such action, its problems are often only variations
on a theme. At many small colleges and universities, pro-
grams in sociology have small faculties. As a consequence,
instructors must be called upon to teach a wide range of
courses. Because of the technical character of demography
as it is presently offered in most graduate training pro-
grams, many students who concentrate their advanced work in
this field may lack such flexibility and the college sociol-
ogy departments prefer faculty members who are more broadly
trained. Either a course in population is not offered or a
faculty member with little or no training in this area is
called upon to teach it. With the growing recognition of
the importance of population issues coupled with the diffi-
cult financial position of American colleges and universi-
ties, especially smaller ones, many faculty members may find
themselves in this situation. This raises an issue of re-
sponsibility for those concerned with improving undergrad-
uate education in population. How are these persons served?
The answer to this question must consider other problems
faced by many of these instructors, including large teaching
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loads, limited instructional funding, and inadequate library
resources.

In addition to these two problems, there are several
that are direct consequences of the growing public concern
for population growth. One with serious implications for
teaching has been the transformation of demography (and
"population studies") from one of the theoretically based
empirical social sciences to a preoccupation with the public
policy aspects of population change. This transformation
transcends the previously discussed difficulties involving
the identification of demographic methods and materials
which are at the core of population studies or the devel-
opment of new instructional strategies. Rather, the kinds
of questions to be considered in analysis of contemporary
population growth and distribution and the related issues of
public policy have increased in dramatic fashion.

Perhaps this situation can best be introduced by con-
sidering the following statement on the implications of Marx
and Malthus for contemporary demography in Bogue's Princi-
ples of Demography (1969), one of the most authoritative
textbooks on the subject presently available.

... It is difficult to point to anything original,
either methodological or substantive, in the writ-
ings of Malthus that can be cited as a major contri-
bution of lasting influence in shaping either theory
or research.... (p. 13).

Karl Marx, the most powerful critic of Malthus, may
also be dismissed as being largely irrelevant to the
mainstream of modern empirical demography.... It is
difficult to trace any lasting methodological or
theoretical development to his influence, either
directly or indirectly....(p. 15, emphasis sup-
plied).

The work of these two men is mentioned here so
that it may be largely dismissed from considera-
tion in the remainder of this book. The author
would like: to propose a slogan: "Demographers
of the world unite--in burying the population
theories both of Malthus and of Marx." (p. 17)

Bogue, of course, is correct in one part of his assessment:
an understanding of Marx and Malthus as population strate-
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gists is not a requirement for the mastery of empirical
demography. But, perhaps regrettably, mastery of empirical
demography is nc longer enough to comprehend fully the
implications of population in a rapidly changing and complex
world (and one suspects that it never was). As long as some
architects cf population policy (or non-policy) operate from
a Marxian or Malthusian stance, demographic questions that
some might prefer to reserve for political economists should
command mcre general attention. Indeed, they may be requi-
sites for population literacy. As long as reports like the
recent Limits to Growth (1972) take identifiably Malthusian
stances, it may be important to recall intellectual ances-
tors.

Similarly, persons professionaly concerned with popula-
tion problems must recognize that many others new share
their interests, but not their scientific detachment. It
will not be enough to assess the demographic accuracy of the
work of the Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future. Public reaction to its report, the societal and po-
litical context in which the Commission operated, and rea-
sons for Congressional or Presidential action or inaction
are now questions demanding attention. One suspects that
students will raise such questions before many cf their
teachers will.1

A related problem, also resulting from growing public
interest in population questions, concerns the new way in
which such issues have been distributed among the various
academic disciplines. Because of the explosion of scienti-
fic knowledge which has occurred in recent decades, a rather
elegant division of labor has developed within the scien-
ces. Since mastery of particular topics has become increas-
ingly difficult, few scientists now venture beycnd the per-
ceived boundaries of their specialities.

Traditionally, the study of human populaticn dynamics,
including causes and consequences, has been "reserved" for
demographers trained in the social sciences, most usually in

1. For an interesting account of the gap between students'
interests and a teacher's concerns, as developed in his
training as a graduate student in demography, see Godfrey's
account of his first year of teaching. (1971).
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sociology, with some selected
reserved for geneticists and
Recently, however, it seems

this general area
s of ecologists.

AO A.-ars at least) that
the "rules" governing this a, .ivision of labor have
become inoperative and that everyone, either with an ad-
vanced degree or a soapbox, feels competent to discuss the
intricacies of population dynamics. Conversely, what demog-
rapher would feel competent to speak publicly about butter-
flies or atomic physics? Perhaps because they feel less
restrained by scientific caution and conservatism when they
are operating in new areas, biological and physical scien-
tists have become the spokesmen to the general public on
populaticn issues.

The circumstances surrounding this :situation require
careful assessment, but the consequences for teaching pop-
ulation need to be considered here. First, the interest of

- their colleagues in the natural and physical sciences shoulda' be welcomed by social scientists for several reasons. Not
only have they attracted important public attention to demo-
graphic issues (and population experts themselves are at
fault for their inability to do the same, thereby leaving
the void to be filled), but biologists and non-social scien-
tists have provided new perspectives on important questions.
It was perhaps difficult to appreciate these qualities while
the new friends of demography were operating with oversim-
plifications and erroneous information, but these difficult
days seem to be passing. One needs only tc compare what
some have called the "new. Paul Ehrlich" with his predeces-
sor to appreciate what scientific communication and know-
ledge can do. There remains problem for teachers, how-
ever, to sort out that which of value from that which is
not in public pronouncements on population in the past few
years. Since students are more exposed to such information
than to the journals in which disciplinary standards are
well-guarded by processes of critical review, this is an
important ccncern.

But there is another consequence of the biologistse
interest in population that is of equal im9ortance. As
these persons recognized population growth as an important
issue and as population scientists sought tc assess and
answer their contentions, the scope of demcgraphic concern
narrowed. To most, population growth was an important issue
because of its alleged link to the environmental crisis and,
if this was true, the demographic component to proposed
solutions seemed obvious. But that about population-related



issues in other arenas? While increased concern was being
expressed for the population component of *Yironmental
problems, for example, few were addressing ssues concerning
the demographic dimensions of international relations, for-
eign aid programs, or other topics. Further, ccncern for
demographic variables other than fertility and population
size was submerged under the weight of public attention to
these "problems." With due respect to those who have main-
tained their research and teaching commitments in such
areas, few have seemed concerned when teaching about popula-
tion in college situations or in public lectures with as-
sessments of infant mortality, consideration of problems and
opportunities in population distribution, or even the prob-
lems of declining population growth in some nations. It is
imperative, therefore, that balance now be restored and a
broad spectrum of population-related issues be confronted
both within and beyond the college classroom.

Finally, if the issues identified above are to be acted
upon, problems of ',elitism', must be confronted in assessing
the teaching of population studies. For a number of rea-
sons, including the historical development of the discipline
and funding patterns for research, graduate instruction in
demography is concentrated in a small number of major uni-
versities. There are good reasons for this concentration,
not the least of which is the ability of such institutions
to provide the breadth of instruction that produces the
"compleat demographer." This situation and the realities of
the current job market are strong arguments against the
expansion of Ph.D. programs related to populaticn studies
throughout a wider range cf academic institutions.

This argument will sm-xt.ke many, especially those at
some growing state universmocies, as "elitism." The argument
is correct. But why cannatzeasonable allocations within
academia be developed by which a few universities will pro-
duce research demographers_ and others will train Ph.D.'s who
are comfortable in teaching :population studies, while the
rest can concentrate on their principal, announced mission -
teaching undergraduates? (For those universities which need
graduate programs to convince state legislatures that they
are indeed entering the "wig- time," perhaps the valuable job
of producing M.A.-level research technicians for government
employment or appropriately trained teachers for community
colleges could be reserved).
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Elitism, however, operates in two ways and arguments
like that presented above can only be advanced if another
aspect of elitism is corrected. For by concentrating the
training of teachers o4- opulation studies in a small number
of graduate schools, nresently the case, the "Xerox
principle" is opera i_ve. A addition to knowledge, training
programs impart atti= (And values, including selection of
the "interesting" questions. (It should be added that fund-
ing agencies play a large part in this process). But the
demographic concerns of the students confronted by teachers
at Berkeley, Cornell, or Wisconsin may not be the same as
those faced by faculty at General Beadle State College or
SUNY at Plattsburgh. Variations in the perceptions of demo-
graphic problems may be large and the needs of students may
differ considerably. For many institutions of higher learn-
ing in the United States, the principal demographic question
may be that of migration since the college itself may be but
the first stop between the small town or farm and the large
city. Similarly, student perceptions of problems of rapid
population growth, not to mention the alleged side effects
of high density, may vary by.area and accordingly require
different teaching strategies. This is an empirical ques-
tion that requires investigation, but it can be contended
that if only a few molds are =7 be used to produce trained
and concerned undergraduate teachers of population studies,
then they should be structured to provide consiOeration of
such issues. Snch a situation-,will occur only af those who
profess concernbout populati= come to value its teaching.

This essay-iaas attempted-to-raise some issues that
should be confronted by persons who are concerned with the
improvement of=ndergraduate education in population stud-
ies. As noted the outset, it is long on diagnosis and
limited in its commendations. Given the recentness of
interest in poEalation education at a collegiate level, per-
haps this is aamnropriate. New approaches in teaching can
only develop wimp I an adequate and extended discussion and,
hopefully, re s of "Teaching Notes on Population" will
accept an opervitation to enter the dialogue.
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WHY AND WHERE PEOPLE WANT TO MOVE:
A CLASSROOM EXERCISE IN ANALYZING MIGRATION

MICHAEL J. HEIT AND STEPHEN L. SMITH,
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

With±aLpopulation studies, migration is an,aportcp_i t
but neglbec=eff social phenomenon. In theiast anal7sis, how-
ever, tiT=. ilecision to migrate is an indual =Ee, People
come to 'sion for many and complex reasons. One of
the most cal is how they perceive other ref:y-113m,_ to
which tom= might move. Do other regions offer hettem- job
prospect L5.::7 Albetter climate? More atiLactive cammr-lities?
How the:mdi-Plnai answers these kinds of ques. Jar his
family aziff,_himaielf, determines whether he moves -remains at
rest. Mr=m4 ome important task for the systems study of
migration:is -1:Lte identification of persons' percentions of
greater nexteig".stralbility or utility of othrzr regions (Abler,
Adams, am.Ganadt 1971: 519-525; Wolpert, 1965).

Thia--:c=nceptof regional perception is a n cus one
and oft=',- di.ffficuIt to explain tc an untie radn Q = audience.
The purmmegt of this note is to describe exerd±:se which
helps tc timace residential preferences and-i--r possi-
ble imps z.' am migration in a way-,we hays:found is meaning-
ful to m_3.al=ads.

The 1.70Eption of desirability of a region :was meaning
at a vards,57o3f levels, w=..ing from atout indi-
vidual atclatoKhoods within a city to_international compar-
isons. T:th±s5exercise is at an intermediate level.: the per-
ception-::1 =esidential quality of the 48 coterminous states
by the ,rem,,namts of any single state. The:methodology could
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be easily extended to other levels cf comparison. Although
we have referred to several basic works in the bibliography
at the end of this article, those who wish to expand their
understanding of this factor in migration might need access
to Peter Gouldfs On Mental Maps (1966).

Persons in an individual household are, at least in
theory, continually judging how well their current residence
serves their. needs. The decision to migrate grows out of
this evaluation process (Lee, 1966; Taylor, 1969). As long
as the utility of the current residence stays above a min-
imum threshold, there will be little reason for these per-
sons to consider migration (Wolpert, 1965) . If and when
this utility drops below a minimum threshold of desirability
or utility, they have a number of alternatives irom which to
choose (Brown, Horton, and Wittick, 1970): (1) acceptance of
the current' situation by decreasing their sensitivities to
the undesirable or inadequate elements in the home environ-
ment, (2) modificatiol_ of the home environment by attempting
to change the undesirable or inadequate elements, (3) move-
ment of the entire household to a new locatic4 i.e., migra-
tion to an area perceived as more desirable. The migration
may be to a larger house in the same city, t another city
in the state, to a new state, or perhaps to-a-another nation.

Once the decision to migrate is made, merntexs of a
household begin to look for a better location -- one which
they perceive as having desirability above scogr7threshold
level. Those states viewed as undesirable are: =likely to
be actively considered as a future household 11,...tion.

In introducing this process, a simple clatoom tech-
nique is needed whereby the student can visr7=T--ze the
class's mental map of residential desirability Df the United
States. We would like to suggest one that has harked well
for us in several situations, both on the spe..c..fic questions
of relative desirability and on other aspecties_f the migra-
tion process.

Initially, the professor introduces the voncept of the
perception of spatial desirability (Gould, 19061. He then
asks the members of the class to rank the sL...d.e=s in terms of
residential desirability ranging from the state in which
they would most like to live to the one they _Mid least de-
sirable, assuming that they are free to c3loosE-among all the
states and that employment opportunities and _aving costs do
not vary between states. An alphabetical lism of the states
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should be provided for the students so that each student
ranks all the states. This is preferable to giving the stu-
dents a map for reference since the visual size of the state
may have a greater impact on his choices than his attitudes
towards that particular state. Gould suggests that this may
be the reason for Rhode Island's consistently lcw ranking in
terms of residential desirability. Similarly, Texas, Ne-
vada, California and some of the other western states may
stand out prominently in the mind of the student referring
to a paper map because of their larger geographic size, as
opposed to their relative impol.nce on his mental map.

The relative importance that may be ascribed to those
states at the top of alist is a topic which can be studied
further. With an al alr=ieeticall±st the profeEscr can easily
determine whether any st=udents simply replicated the
hand-out list, in whole or in rather tha. putting down
his, actual preferences. This:Ill-pc; happened several times in
the authors' experience- These -results were simply dis-
carded and not ied in the analysis.

Once the Lists are compilied and collected, they can be
analyzed in the EollowirDg manner. The score assigned to
each state by eat student is _recorded on a master list.
The states' mean scores can then be easily determined
and subseguently-Earranged from _high score (leasmit_desirable)
to low score (molst desirable) and divided into=several size
classes and mapped on abase man prepared for overhead pro-
jection or for class a+Rtributton. The resulting map is a
visual display of the aggregate mental map for use in class-
room discussion. The authormrhave tried this method in four
undergraduate c17=sses with great satisfaction. _Student
interest was high_and the maps:_seemed to prompt a great deal
of discussion alai-verbalization about attitudes invo2wed in
deciding about the quality oafldifferent residential areas.

One set of data that was:analyzed in this admittedly
simple manner was also analyzed by Gould's techmigue (Gould,
1966) . This method involves the performance of:1-a factor
analysis on the _data and yields a series of factors that
explain the variation in the. choices. In the case of: ;our
data, as with Gonad's, two factors were extracted. The
first, identified as a cultural factor, explained 52% of the
variance, and the second, a distance factor, explained an
additional 22% of the variance for a total explained vari-
ance of 74%. The factor loadings natrix was multiplied by
the original data, in the form of a rank order matrix, to
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yield scores that were converted to a 0.0 - 100.0 9cale and
then mapped.

A major advantage in the use of fa(:LoI analysis; is that
it recognizes the complex character of the perception of
residential desirability by separating out a number of un-
derlying factors. The two major factors found were the
"culture" of the home state and the distance between the
home state and the state under consideration. To obtain
this level of sophistication, one is required to use a fac-
tor analysis routine and other methods involving complex
data handling. The use of a computer and a program library
is virtually a necessity. These facilities are not always
available and several days of work in hand-manipulation of
the data are usually required.

Thus, the simpler technique which we have used does
have some attractions. The critical test of its value is
how well it replicates the results cf Gould's mcre sophis-
ticated and presumably more mealistic and reliable data
handling. The two sets of data -- the scores from the use
of factor analysis and the snores from our averaging tech-
nique, were correlated. The correlation coefficient found
was 0.79 which is significant at the 0.01 level.

In summary, our scoring method has been shcwn to be a
reliable substitute for a more sophisticated and complicated
method. Our technique can be done on a hand calculator
within a relatively short tine (usually under one hour) and
is readily understandable to nearly all undergraduates. In
practice, the results have aroused interest and class par-
ticipation and set the stage for-a discussion of the role of
perception by the individual in determining the places where
he would most like to live.
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It may seem odd to be writing a review of hardcover
textbooks in demography when the very word "textbooks, has
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become an anathema to many faculty and students in the past
rew turbulent years on campus. Nonetheless, I venture forth
on this mission in the hope that I migL,_ encourage the more
r-ecalcitrant instructors to make profitanle use of textbooks
in full-semester demography courses, minicourses, interdis-
ciplinary seminars and "special problems, courses.

The central issue in the controversy of textbook usage
has to do with the necessity of presenting to the student a
thorough, systematic approach to the subject matter under
consideration. The radicals on this issue argue inter alia
that the ultra-sophistication of the modern student no long-
er requires the plodding pedantry of systematic learning.
They come to college adequately prepared by home, peer, and
media experiences to engage in a direct evaluation of the
many social problems which beset our times without the
systematic, detailed preparation required of their elders.
At its most extreme, continued use of textbooks has been
cmnstrued as an establishment plot to rid the campus of all
malcontents by boring them to death. Clearly the health of
the traditional textbook has taken a turn for the worse as
witnessed by the audible moans emanating from publishing
houses which enjoyed a captive clientele in the past. The
one-time arrogance of sales representatives has turned to
sheepish delight when the prospect of one or two sales looms
large.

The starchy conservatives, on the other hand, remain
anchored in place by insisting that students still need sub-
stantial grounding in facts and theory before they are ready
to converse intelligibly on the many profound issues which
surround us. This is particularly the case, they contend,
with matters which, though aired continuously through the
public media, are handled ineptly and simply, tc the point
where the observer receives fragmentary, chimerical infor-
mation presented invariably in an alarmist fashion by those
who are far from conversant with the often complex nature of
the problem.

Both positions contain truths and semi-truths, and
distortions result when overgeneralization is made of all
students an all campuses. Some students do come to college
prepared to engage in original and productive give and take
with their-instructors. A few schools are prepared to make
a lasting dent on their students. But the kinds of media
whi-r-h Influence the majority limit, rather than expand,
th;=-"ir consciousness. The college remains the one location
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where these students can get basic knowledge necessary for
well-educated persons.

This is particularly true in demography. I have
regularly found that the average student in my demog-caphy
courses comes into class with a notion of population issues
and with a few facts to accompany it gleaned frcm secondary
sources (including other instructors), but with little un-
derstanding as to the actualities of the problem and real-
istic solutions to it. As a consequence, much class time is
spent in remedial work, undoing what the student thinks to
be true and replacing it with what I feel he must have be-
fore he can go off and pontificate.

The textbook remains the medium for this kind of in-
struction. I have tried the "mod" kind of "stream of con-
sciousness, get-together" sessions, using a non-required
"interesting" reading list, and have found to no one's
amazement that the only thing learned by the student is what
he suspected all along - that he had nothing new to learn in
the first place.

In the past few years a number of good textbooks in
demography have been published. To be sure, some are better
than others, some read well, and others are pedantic and
possibly too difficult for undergraduates. The selection is
varied enough, however, so that a judicious instructor can
find one that best fits the course requirements and the
students' levels of interest and ability.

Thomlinson's Population Dynamics.

I am presently using Thomlinson and find that it satis-
fies my own pedagogic philosophy. The student does not get
entangled in a mass of detail and the book can be read by
the student without coaching. In fact, it is read and I
have yet to receive any complaints. It is well-suited to
the junior in four-year colleges; and I do not see why it
could not work successfully in the community college.

Thomlinson begins by documenting the rapid growth of
the world's population since 1650. In the first 69 pages he
deals briefly with the three demographic processes, the dem-
ographic transition theory, data sources and population
theories. His treatment of Malthds is somewhat unfortunate
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n that he leaves the student with the impressicn that Mal-
husianism is now an historical curiosity that has been in-
alidated by subsequent developments and is consequently of
ittle relevance to the present. His treatment of post -
aithusian population theory is too truncated to be mean-
ngful to students. If the instructor wishes to emphasize
istorical demography, it would be necessary to supplement
he first few chapters with lecture illustrations and out-
ide. readings.

The substance of the Thomlinson text is found in Part 2
here mortality, fertility and migration are discussed with
erve and intelligence. In a few pages he aptly summarizes
he probable causes of the decline in death rates over the
ast two centuries, modern morbidity trends, mortality and
ertility differentials, and family planning. The tech-
iques of demographic analysis are interspersed. appropri-
tely throughout Part 2. Only the essentials are presented
nd they are easily grasped by anyone who can add and sub-
ract. Only three pages are devoted to the life table; a
easer which aggravates students rather than piquing their
nterest. As it is, few of my students can conceptualize
he difference between a net and gross reproduction rate or
omprehend that abstraction called the life table. These
aterials can be safely ignored, of course, without losing
ontinuity, or, heaven forbid, your students.

Part 3 (Issues and Problems) uses what has been covered
n Part 2 and makes application to the relationships among
opulaticn growth, movement, composition, density and metro-
olitanization, resources, industrialization and political
ssues. Some of these materials are better handled in other
purses. That which is more directly related to demography
nd not likely to be experienced elsewhere by social sci-
nce majors is often lost in the variety of topics Thomlin-
on undertakes.

My experience with this textbook has shown that much of
art 3 is best handled in connection with the demographic
rocesses. The discussion of national policies regarding
ronatalism and family subsidies, as one example, makes a
reater impact if read concurrently with the fertility
hapters. It is more sensible to lecture on internal mi-
ration and urbanization as a single topic so that migratory
ovements are given more immediacy. Part 4, a review
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of the 1960 United States census data', can also be inte-
grated into the earlier chapters.

Thomlinson is sufficiently comprehensive to satisfy a
number of classroom approaches. It contains more material
than can be adequately covered in one semester. The book
can be used as a basic introduction to demography by em-
phasizing Part 2, as I have done. Or if the students are
"into" the population explosion, ecology and radiciib poli-
tics, Part 3 can serve as a backdrop for discussion of cur-
rent national dilemmas and how they do or do not relate to
population.

Petersen's Population.

There are major differences between Thomlinson and
Petersen. The Petersen text not only is much more detailed
in terms of explanation and illustration but also casts the
material of demography into an explicit sociological frame-
work. This' results in the inclusion of materials not cov-
ered by Thomlinson or to which he only makes casual refer-
ence. The bibliographies at the end of each chapter are
very extensive: and many pictures and graphic illustrations
nicely complement the textual material.

Most of the topics covered by Thomlinscn are treated
with greater sophistication by Petersen. These include
techniques of analysis, the life table, population theory
and population pyramids. Petersen gives an updated version
of the demographic transition theory with amendments for the
developing countries. An entire chapter is devoted

1. The book will soon need updating as the detailed results
of the 1970 Census of Population become available, but this
is a curse of all such demography texts (and other demo-
graphic enterprises).
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to Malthus and optimum population ideas. There is a valu-
able discussion of the historical context within which
Malthusian theory was developed and its subsequent revi-
sions. Godwin's criticisms are juxtaposed with Malthus'
thought to add breadth and depth. Petersen also notes the
corruption of Malthus' writings that has carried down to the
present.

Petersen's scholarly interests are sufficiently diverse
that a few chapters appear to be independent of the text.
Chapter 4 on subnations is one example. This chapter is
more appropriate to a course (or text) in racial and ethnic
relations. However, it does discuss concepts such as assim-
ilation and integration and could be assigned along with the
sections on migration.

As Petersen explains, Part 2 uses the demographic
transition theory as a guide for arranging the chapters into
a fairly explicit evolutionary framework. Starting with the
most primitive societies, Petersen constructs a typology of
societies which extends from pre-industrial to post-indus-
trial to the modern totalitarian type of polity. The chap-
ter on primitive societies, for example, discusses the econ-
omies, populations, and subsequent depopulation of the pri-
mitives after European contact. He assumes that populations
of present nonliterate societies can be used as models of
pre-Columbian non-Western societies.

Petersen then proceeds to take us on a tour of ancient
Rome, the industrial revolution in England and Japan, urban-
rural and modern underdeveloped population differentials and
brief case studies of the populaticns of the U.S.S.R. and
Communist China. He divides population dynamics along two
planes, through time and space. Thus, the fact that mod-
ernization has taken place at different times in different
nations at different rates with a variety of consequences is
carefully delineated.

Petersen's text is in a second edition and is quickly
becoming a standard in the field. It presents much more up-
to-date information than -s (e.g., the brain drain,
recent inter-European popuL,,,,, vement, and refugee mi-
grations), and the versatility of he author is demonstrated
on every page. This book can make; inordinate demands on
students' time and energy as well as on those of the in-
structor. I plan to adopt it for the fall semester despite
certain misgivings about probable student reaction.
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Thompson and Lewis' Population Problems.

Now in its fifth edition, the Thompson and Lewis text
has weathered the decades since 1930 very well. This is a
basic text in population (although it is no longer concerned
with the problematic side of population) that rarely strays
off the path of a systematic appraisal of what demographers
know about the composition of population. It is instructive
to look at the earlier editions to note the changes in sub-
ject priorities which have occurred over the years in demog-
raphy. Eugenics and miscegenation, prominent features in
the fourth edition (1953), are totally absent in the 1965
issue, whereas differential fertility remains a viable and
growing topic.

The authors divide the text into five parts. Part 1 is
devoted to a better-than-average discussion of Malthus and
other theorists of lesser repute such as Doubleday, Gini,
and George. Part 2 considers the socio-demographic attri-
butes of populations, such as age, sex, and residence. Part
3 handles the major demographic processes and Parts 4 and 5
trace the 'history and impact of population growth on social,
economic and political structures.

The stress is on the exposition of empirical data with
a fair amount of cross-national comparisons. The chapters
are divided into a number of subtopics (some of which are
only a few paragraphs in length) and each is covered compe-
tently and tersely. The authors rarely carry their discus-
sions beyond a presentation of demographic facts. In this
respect, it is a textbook which is quite different from
those of Thomlinson and Petersen. There are no overarching
concepts, sociological or otherwise, to guide the discus-
sion. The writing is smooth but does not rise above the
level of formal, objective reportage. Student concentra-
tion may easily wander because of the arid prose. Its best
use, I feel, would be in situations where the instructor
wants to give students a hurried introduction tc census-type
data or to search out topics for papers and seminars. The
supplementary reading lists, tables and graphs present the
student with easily grasped material with which to work.
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of Demography.

a hefty tome chock-full of demographic
:her "goodies." It is big in scope and

The book was written with two pur-
f a textbook and a reference work. I
:Ale first function admirably but mis-

econd. Bogue makes liberal use of in-
,iany of his tables are quite detailed
statistics data, often of worldwide

IF= to cover the range of demography,
es depth for breadth.

Bogue statt. Tt his book is a "source of quick in-
formation on almok_ ;ay topic of demography." This is not
really so and poeF y "quick" is the key word; it is easier
than going to the teary and digging cut the very same ref-
erence material. 4=lme is much superficiality here. And
there is a problem timeliness as new census and survey
results become a% _ble. His handling of methcdology is
cursory and the 41= =niter on fertility control and family
planning program Ildwide is nothing more than an outline,
not to mention ttm tict that it is already outdated. Its
main functions a41 zeference are the chapter bibliographies
(although they arrt leery dated in some chapters) and the con-
venience of ttzfflUn4 sampling of international data under
one cover.

Because c, 't and formidable weight, many instructors
would not ordi-lar.I.Iti, consider this bock as a class text.
This would be _J-1:.--tunate. The book's design as a combina-
tion reference-t'_ gives much more than the conventional
textbook to the student and many more options tc the in-
structor. The exitensive use of foreign data is a decided
advantage in extending the horizons of culture-bound stu-
dents. The tables of raw data can conveniently be utilized
for term papers (especially where library resources are
limited) or ignored, as the text can be read fox the most
part independently of them. A basic semester ccurse need
only cover about 400 pages of this 900-page book. Those
chapters to be covered can differ from one semester to the
next as instructor and student interests change.

The book is pleasant to read and the format is attrac-
tive. The arrangment of topics does not differ radically
from a conventic,, textbook. Bogue makes the now standard
case abcut rap: laticn growth with the United States as
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an illustrti'i,e case. His chars on populat,z_ compo-
sition rez,A0 e of Thompson rt.ma: Lewis. muc.n ettentiom is
paid to .r r{ -Aonal compars regarding n====a1 status,
mortal±rya lity and clic ion. He includE-s a: chapter on
houlsehol: acteristics, a subject seldom cc ,--ad in
troductr:- ts.

7 ,-ed this book ±n two seminars in oiogy, as
and required reading for students. who were

doilm2f, papers on toffs In population.

Smith -- .:mod.. Zorf,s Demography= Principles and Methods.

tect000k by Smith and Zopf is designed to meet the
requirz-ze=s Df a one-semester course in techniques and

:T-ney argue convincingly that all undergraduates
shoul tave -.1ae opportunity to delve into a systematic
introary::tion to population without the diversions which
accompa-ly study of demography in the context of courses
devotInr-ily to another discipline. Accordingly, the
textLzo dLre_tly concerned with the characteristics and
vital .-.17-40ces of population and scant attention :is given
to thr. .,z...ct.%s5es of urbanization, family planning-, economic
devellzpmnnx, copulation policies and the like.

'ZhiF it= a volume which stre es heavily the presenta-
tion of snfostantive data both in .ontext and in numerous
tabl-..-zai graphs. With the excepcion of a few cross-
naticual r:crarisons, the bulk of data derive from United
Stat---aemsz:tc reports particularly of the past 20. to 30
years. Itontemporaneity and provincialism of the ap-
proach salLa-tne brief nature of most chapters are legitimate

hen the college curriculum can follow up by
supplement and expanding on the basic demographic facts
presented

The frmal-sounding title should not put you off. The
writing is interesting and comprehensible throughout, and
unlike Bogue, the tables and figures are composed of pre-
digested or easy consumption by any student aware of a
two-dimenail,r___ tabulation. The :authors have deliberately
directed :message to the American college student en-
rolled in 11....mve classes at large schools.
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Goldscheide ilvn=1.ration, Momernization, and Social ,:,=7,1c:ture.

The umr.:_k-= dscheider is not a teN:-,:book -I= the (1,=:n-
ventional semss Ra _her, it a prelimil:lary attempt to
make genp-r-A--T =lit .ts about the sociolc-J of demograr17---Tc
phenomena in ticular, to identify, elucidate and.
conceptualize =miner ions between social and demographic
processes- it is Lang on theory and snort ern the
analysis Cf=e1== _tja.001 data. _You will fina_no tares a= fLg-
ures illusrmat 14 =ends in thna book. Gold-
scheider seaec7.: 3smographio data from bi=ifogrartric s--Tr-es
more to g-r-r--m.r: _ 3 4tteoretical nrcTositions than as a aeans
for descri=---17 Aion

a carefoi distinction betweel_ Jormal
demography amd, rientation ic:ich he calls "socioical
demography" (ta:_n_mLla to the more 5amili,-F=T term "soci_
demographyr)- tne ar--..mmulated knowledge h pop-
ulation and Tyor-1-7-- zstem analysa_ to seek answers t- the
query: "Bow ao 44t ;_171prove our undem.standinc of human _ociety
through the atrAalse of population processr-J?" When one
cuts through th, verbiage, the core pracosition whicf estab-
lishes the Ic)o4f:1 framework is allied with the conce:' of
every social &ftmoinrapher, namely the muiruaL_interdedence.
of the realiti.As ,41 population and everl,da7 life.

By foci on the intections of the demcgr:_c
processes thirteen-models of -copulation Change
as an initial_ -Lizz identifying chances in the aggr=t4dL.
He then sug9-Esaggregatdng each change down to the
individual im anfier to tap the sociological significam-ce of
the event. -omits this way, "The sociologist is often
interested kintite movers rather than net movement." The
demographic t-rAmrmitIon model as used to illustrate the many
socio-economic ewes which accompany =ha decline of births
and deaths. 7.a.r-_faine.1 which changes precede and can be
assumed to het c-es of other changes becomes the task of
the socioloa±call ddemcgrapher.

2 This is thelytwest of the six rooks covered and, accord-
ingly, it may be tomdamiliar to-must ins.=actors as yet.
Therefore, GoldsVh*icderls book hia.s been reviewed in some
detail to permit readers to asse4 the value of its approach
for their purer.
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In order to give the reader a flavor of 2,4-chreideris
analysis, I shall summarize briefly his apprm--- n ,Thapter
5 to the mortality revolution. Goldscheidersi,a1:, evi-
dence to demonstrate that the reduction of mo==ali.t cver
the past few hundred years is a result of the. =oc, { =ems of
modernization and health technologies and thia, it t 771, has
facilitated social and economic development a ca.Jm the
socio-cultural aspects of some of our basic 1:=F.titlams.

First, he takes mortality as the dependent and
reviews major factors which presumably have lei tip 1-ae mor-
tality decline. The history of Europe is divif if2=7) two
eras: pre- and post-industrial. The pre-indu:, -,_=a was
characterized by high levels of death where M027ZA7.2 was in
large part uncontrolled. The positive checks fine,
plague and endemic diseases kept rates high, as _wen by
the available evidence of low life expectancy a very
high crude death rates and infant mortality rat..5,B, He gives
numerous empirical examples of the high rates al 3,eath in a
variety of countries. With the onset of indusL_I=_:ization,
particularly by the mid-nineteenth century, the =.1,2_:Ltional
killers of man began to recede from the scene. lAat,t, expec-
tancy increased, fetal loss and infant mortality declined,
and the median age of populations increased.

This development was predominately a Western -.::enomenon
and took place over many decades. The same proms= in the
developing countries was more in the nature of e.-true revo-
lution, and once Western ways were established is -these
countries, death indicators dropped precipitously. In the
contemporary era, there is some evidence of a convergence of
parameters of mortality between the modern and nom-modern
nations. Goldscheider suggests that although the initial
impact on death. rates came from social and econrm-;r devel-
opments, since 1930 further reductions in mortal±rji w and
are no longer dependent on these factors. Many nations
today without large-scale urban-industrial development have
comparatively luw death rates which continue to drop.

From the historical evidence he postulates tmo models
of mortality control. First, he states the familtar idea of
the general relationship between socio-economic development
and mortality reduction. He hurriedly qualifies white state-
ment by noting that it is a "long run" relationship, a suf-
ficient condition for mortality regulation but ns::_amaeces-
sary one. His modernization model, therefore, :for
demographic developments prior to the 20th century.
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Th;:-. second model called technologicaa-dsion.
refa.s the spread of medical public -naealr..-t_ -mechnol-

the _lesser-der.-adoped countries. Nwt is the
sec:ond model a crucial -737a1=---.=-ft. Lon to the mod--=Lation
mod-1, but it serves -'....ndic:ate that T--wo graphic
-transition models diffe=ing time, location, condi-
tims are needed to exr.Lazin- ma=taaity (and re-
ductions in the Western and rscm-Wstern ccruntris_

His second approach, conceptualizinc-- t mortal-
ity decline as an independez: wariable, is not convinc-
ing. This is sociologist GL.-i.d.w.hei der s czntrii.tution to
:mortality analysis, for it customary to take the vari-
ables from one's own field of inquiry as the .:1_:_ependent,
explanatory factors., He discusses the effects -7.!f mor-
tality revolution on the religion :-ane.--t-.ne
For example, he argues that the small family s-,-.item is only
-possible under low mortality conditions and 'death
rags are high, you will find appropriate Ins,-it=tions which
organize around the demographic reality of large families..

Goldscheader: makes extensive use of the miter tare (and
he refers frequently to Hogue's book). His own coacibu-
tions in terms of original analysis are minimral_
gists will take comfort in meeting an old friend, ..-uc-
tural-functionalism. Demographers should take umbrage at
the implicit assummtion that historical popuL4aczicn data at
1-1-11- stage are sur7iciently reliable to be used for theory
building. There is some difficulty in following his argu-
ment. It is unnecessarily repetitious in cpar.4.--s and obtuse..
He sets a frenetic -pace for the reader. To be surer the
subject matter is complex, flit it would appear that he wrcat-_-__
the book in hopes of separating the wheat from the (chaff.

I do not want to leave -the impression that t Mack is
net worth reading.. It is His empirical examples; are
er-.1=ctic and his theoretical arguments are worthy, of further
d±scussison. The pcco.ble.sn In its use in the -.c.1,...ssroom.
It Is not an introaict=y tezr-'6. nor would I ,sika+.4se its use
watu a-verage students the sPr,ior level. With -41xn-moti-
v-ateEl students it could prrs=-11017. work in a seminar setting
whew tile instructor is wir11-4cri and able to ran c--.4refully
through the book with his scents. Althouch the instruc-
tor- may consider the effort wox2rthwhile, it is lint likely to
leave a lasting impression cza the student.



If -stes run to th unusual you mi ht want to
take a 2...rrr":fr a the work of ail, aialish demogral:ner, Peter
C:DX.. Ur (1 -:is r" att s American c0 - 1,1 it is acre methodo-
local in ,-0.:_t_en±-_-; it is more compact.; and refreshing-ly, it :slavishly depet-Lit on United Smites data
scaccces. F-44-3: -treatment of d*,,:mography with for England,

a, and India az-z- always i.nstzT-_-:::.ve and often-
tizes excitthyg. This book would be wc=t1m.zia.:_i_e for students
wi a cenc±tt crualifi

I have in this revue to keep ±r Inir_Ift some of the
variables Tie ":turad in the iching s_e..irrg. Those whowrits to ftleks and those who zse them are 7-1-fiC very differ-
ent kin of ex....sting in two -=;-.er-7 different
work env±_zorarearzs.. The first_ are often sch-Llaz_s who may
seldom ffiid themselves in an ulndergraduate cl a---sroom and the
others are tiim teachers who ar is find themse::vez there.

divisicrz_7_- of labor is inevittable and oft.- :dysfunction-
al since the two groups rarely communicate w each other
about m.-he relationships _letween textual Bre.Lerials and
studes=a1 values, interests, and abilities. I= is par -
zicular;:ly im...g-La.tt at 4-his when the study of popula-
tion is _be ruing to take pct :in a number c± "ciplinesthat be a to make their vz.ziais known

Lc.L.Luraus process cf creatZqg a new blext and not
after -t2.17e. prodv.ct been raiaced in c,-=. hands.



NEW.. AND NOTES

New Maio= Retorts an Population

The first three months of 1972 have been marked by the
re' ease of three major meparts concerning popallat'ionr one Ln
Grt=L Britain and two in the Utited States. 3ach report has
geeerated consideo7q, and cortromis.rey an.d each
dt=7,e=ves the attention of teschers and students comcerned
wit= population oroble-als. In a: subsequent 3.1Te "Teach -
ing Notes,li me shall -..mdertake7to assemble bitaialgraphies on
each of these remomts,4 inclrei-rn- reactions to An the
hope -tbat theme will be of Ali to teachers wail= wial use

reports im the cli,ssratmu- -LI-As a beginning it seems
aprnsmai 1 to call .v...-rAeirtion the reports their
availability.

The Ecologist, a new British journal concerned with
emaxonmental probEems, has published an article entitled "A
Blueprint for Survival." The revolt was prepared by five of
its staff metiers aid kIndloised in its basic prigaiple,s by 33
ptominent Sci4otists. Among itt base reconmenZaLions is
the call for eventual reduction of the populatiaa of the
United Kingdom to 3O million4 weal below the mtssemt figure
ant 5.6 3aim cm. The 22-page sbetement and 20 pages of
appandimes car be found in The Ecologist 2 (Jenuazy 1972) ,
pg;. 1-22, 24-43- Future issues of The Ecoloolst will la-
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elude elaboration on implications of the report and dis-
cussion of tactics required to foster its adoption. For a
preliminary assessment of reactions to mA Blueprint for Sur-
vival," cne should refer to Nature, the British scientific
publication, and later issues of The Ecologist.

The second report, The Limits to Growth, (New York:
Universe Books, 1972), was released in March 1 .972. It was
prepared for the Club of Rome's Project on the "oxedicament
of Mankind by a group of M.I.T. researchers headed by Dennis
L. Meadows. Using methodologies for forecasting developed
by Jay Forester, the report deals with problems of growth in
a variety of areas, including population, technology, and
resources, as well as the present and future state of global
equilibrium. In some circles, The Limits to Growth has
become extremely controversial and for this reason as well
as for its basic message, it is important reading. Again,
initial reactions to the report can he found in Science
(various issues) and Saturday Review (April 22, 1972, pp.
65-70) .

While the first two reports concentrate 7I:=L-ncioally on
relationships between pcpulation growth and envfianmental
(or resource) problems, the third is far more in=iusive in
its mission. Population Growth and the Amerin Future is
the final report of the Commission on. Population Growth and
the American Future. ahe Commission, chaired by Zahn D.
Rockefeller III, was charged by the President an.:t_ the Con-
gress to examine the dimensions of population in the United
States and their "pervasive impact on every facet of
American life. "" Released during March 1972, the Report has
already received wide public attention and reaction and ac-
tion will continue over the next several years. It is re-
quired reading for anyone concerned with population both
because of i demographic sophistication and its recommen-
dations fcr governmental policy. copies of the Report are
available frm the U.S. Government printing Office or as a
Signet Book PAW York: New American Libra y, 1972), on many
newsstands as a $1.50 paperback.

For those teachers who wish to teach about elation
problems in an issue- oriented way, these three worts
should provide an inexhaustible source of ideas..



Bureau of the Census Series, "We the Americans"

A potentiz\lly valuable teaching resource is the series
of thirteen reports from the 1970 Census of Population that
will be published for educational use by the Bureau of the
Census. "'Who We Are," the first booklet in the series, has

just been released. It summarizes a number of important
19TO census results in sixteen pages which combine photo-
graphs, simple graphs and tables with a brief narrative.
The booklet focuses principally upon the distribution and
redistribution of the population of the United States (and
its various sub-areas). Appropriate facts are assembled in
an interesting, convenient manner. Although the format
(including "the use of bright, psychedelic colors") is de-
signed to appeal to high school students, "Who We Are" and
others in the series should be usable in many college
comrses, especially introductory courses in the social sci-
ences. At the very least, the booklets should suggest to
instructors various ways to present census results in a
palatable way.

Other booklets in the series will deal with such sub-
jec...1 as Housing, Blacks, Persons of Spanish Language,
Youlth, Women, Immigrants, Our Jobs, the Elderly, Schooling,
and Income. Single copies of "Who We Are" and the other
bodOtlets to be published in the series, "We the Americans,"
can be obtained for 35g from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
204(02.

Field Staff Perspectives on Population

A series of ten reports on the impact of population
problems on society has been prepared by the American Uni-
versities Field Staff, an independent educational organiza-
tion specializing in foreign area studies. Based upon the
work of AUFS field researchers, the series includes the
following titles:

"Population Policies in Socialist Yugoslavia"
"Rising Expectations-Crisis for the Philippines"
"Malawi's Field. Full of Folk"
"The United Nations System and Population Problem"
"Brazil: Population, Development, and the Dream of
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Greatness"
"Japan's New Population Politics"
"Bolivia's Population - Challenge to Develcpment"
"Singapore: The Case for Efficiency"
"The Dynamics of Population in Afghanistan"
"Kenya: Pioneer in African Family Planning"

In the diversity of these reports lies the series' greatest
strength. A variety of population problems are considered,
ranging from the high rates of population growth and ambiv-
alence toward population policy in Brazil to concern over
low rates of natural increase in Japan. Consideration of
this diversity is a healthy antidote to a more common
emphasis on high rates of growth alone.

The reports themselves range from 13 to 20 pages in
length and they are attractively prepared. They are written
for a high school audience, but, given the tremendous diver-
sity in college populations, individual instructors should
judge the appropriateness of the series for their own stu-
dents. At the very least, the reports should provide excel-
lent raw material for lectures on the diversity of popula-
tion "problems" across the world. The series of ten reports
and a teacher's guide are available for $3.50 from the Amer-
ican Universities Field Staff, 3 Lebanon Street, Hanover,
N.H. 03755. Additional classroom copies are available for
50g each with a minimum order of five copies of each title.
(A similar series on "The Impact of Modernization on Tra-
ditional Societies," is also available at the same price).

Social Education (April 1972)

The April 1972 issue of Social Education (Volume 76,
No. 4), the official journal of the National Council for the
Social Studies, is devoted tc population education and it
should become "required reading" for undergraduate teachers
of population studies. Under the guest editorship of Ste-
phen Viederman of the Population Council, the issue combines
a number of articles cn problems of population education,
generally directed to elementary and secondary school situa-
tions, with an invaluable compendium of source materials on
population. It is these materials that make the issue such
an important resource for college instructors. For example,
there is a 32-page summary of "sources and resources" com-
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piled by Kathryn Horsley of the Population Reference Bureau.
It includes information on teacher resources, student read-
ing, organizations and agencies, and audio-visual materials
related to population. The latter list, including full
details and evaluation for more than 30 films, is perhaps
the most extensive and best one available. Many other
references to teaching materials are sprinkled throughout
the journal.

In addition, several articles raise issues of strategy
in teaching about population. Selections by Bryon G. Mas-
sialas ("Population Education as Exploration of Alterna-
tives"), Robert M. Veatch ("Ethics, Population Policy, and
Population Education"), David L. Sills ("Population, Pollu-
tion, and the Social Sciences"), Hazel W. Hertzberg ("Pop-
ulation in the New Social Studies"), and Stephen Viederman
("Editorial Reflections on Population Literacy") cover
questions that are as important for college teachers to con-
sider as they are for elementary or secondary school educa-
tors.

Summer Programs in Population, Cornell University

Two programs directed to college teachers cf popu-
lation-related subjects will be offered at Cornell Univer-
sity this summer under the sponsorship of its International
Population Program.

The first program, the Summer Institute in Social De-
mography and Population Policy, is supported by the Nation-
al Science Foundation and will provide 25 college and junior
college teachers with knowledge and strategies for strength-
ening instruction in population studies at their respective
institutions. It will include (1) a general introduction to
social demography, (2) exposure to contemporary research and
policy issues in population studies, (3) instruction and
laboratory work in the techniques of demographic analysis,
and (4) detailed examination of population problems in the
United States and various areas of the developing world.
The Institute will be conducted from June 26 to August 4,
1972.

The second program is the Summer Workshop for Cur-
riculum Development in Demography and it is supported by the
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Population Council through a grant to the National Council
of Associations for International Studies and Cornell Uni-
versity. The Workshop will bring together 20 persons inter-
ested in developing new classroom strategies and curriculum
materials for improving instruction on population at a col-
legiate level. Attention will be paid to the development of
audio-visual and computer materials for use in the classroom
and as aids to independent study. The Workshop will also
run from June 26 until August 4, 1972.

While the closLng dates for applications have passed
and all participants for both programs have been selected,
information on the programs may still be of interest
either fcr ant:Lcipaating the products of the Workshop for
Curriculum Development or for considering application to
similar programs in: 1973 if renewed funding is forthcoming.
Questions about next year's programs should be addressed in
the late Fall tc Parker G. Marden, Department of Sociology,
Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis. 54911.

AAAS Audiotapes

The American Association for the Advancement of Science
records selected sessions at its annual meetings for wider
distribution. Over the past several years, these conven-
tions have featured a number of interesting sessions on the
relationship between population and environmental and sociaZ
issues. In 1970, for example, a panel discussion involving
Garrett Hardin, Paul Ehrlich, Barry Commoner, and Ansley
Coale -- physical or social scientists with conflicting
views on the contribution of population growth to environ-
mental difficulties -- was recorded. It is especially val-
uable because of the opportunity to hear exchanges between
these experts rather than unchallenged presentations. This
audictape, "Is Population Growth Responsible for the Envi-
ronmental Crisis in the United States?" (73/70) is avail-
able from the AAAS for $15.00. Audiotapes that also may be
of interest include "Is There an Optimum Level of Popula-
tion?'' (10/69, four tapes, $51.00), and "Public Policy for
the Environment," (82/70, $15.00). Each tape covers a ses-
sion of about three hours.
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The audiotapes are available from the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, 1515 Massachusetts
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Census Results as Teaching Resources

Now that the results of the 1970 Census of Population
are becoming available in printed form and on computer tape,
it is appropriate to consider ways in which these results
can be utilized in the college classroom. This is espec-
ially important because such data are excellent materials
for "inquiry education', by which students can gain under-
standing of social and demographic patterns thrcugh their
own processes of discovery. In subsequent issues of
"Teaching Notes," we hope to explore these possibilities.
At present, two publications might be suggested for any
teacher interested in such approaches.

First, since there is considerable confusion about
availability of census results, timing of release, and
format, teachers with questions might wish to ccnsult the
970 Census Vserse Guide, Part 1 and Part 2. This twc-part

publication is designed to provide most of the information
that individuals need to use 1970 census data materials
effectively. Part 1 of the Guide includes information on
collection and processing of 1970 data, data delivery media
(computer tapes, microfilm, and printed materials), maps,
and information on how to obtain census materials. Part_j
is published in standard, paper-bound form. Part 2 of the
Guide is pre-punched for a three-ring binder and contains
appendixes directly related to the use of census summary
tapes by computer. The 1970 Census Users' Guide is avail-
able from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20102. Pi,,rt 1 is priced
at $1.25 per copy and Part 2 at $2.75 per copy.

A valuable supplement to this formal information on
census data and procedures is available in Research and
the 970 Census issued by the Southern Regional Demographic
Group of the Oak Ridge Associated Universities. This vol-
ume, edited by Abbot L. Ferris, is the repert of a confer-
ence held in May 1971. It includes a considerable amount
of valuable information on the nature of the 1970 Census,
but, more importantly, the papers collected within it raise
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a number of interesting questions on research opportunities
that can be undertaken with 1970 Census data. Advancing the
argument that the most important limit to analysis of the
1970 Census is "the imagination of the investigator," the
editor states that the purpose of the volume is to spark
that imagination. The 16 papers which are assembled meet
this goal very adequately and deserve the attention of any
serious student of population questions. Research and the
1970 Census is available from the Secretariat, Southern
Regional Demographic Group, Oak Ridge Associated Univer-
sities, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830.

NSF Chautauqua Courses for College Teachers

With the support of the National Science Fcundation,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science will
again sponsor a series of Chautauqua-Type Short Courses for
College Teachers during the 1972-73 academic year. The ob-
jective of the program is to provide new perspectives and
materials to college teachers in the natural and social sci-
ences so that they may update their courses or introduce new
ones.

Organization of the Chautauqua courses is elaborate as
there are 12 Field Centers, each offering ten courses, or-
ganized into three "circuits" along which distinguished sci-
entists will travel. The typical pattern for each course
will be for participants to meet for two days of lectures,
demonstrations, and discussion. This is followed by approx-
imately three months of independent study which, in turn, is
followed by a two-day session for discussion and "wrap-up."

Several of the courses offered should be of special in-
terest to persons interested in population problems. Among
them are the courses conducted by Murray Felsher ("Man-
Technology-Environment: A Problem-Solving Approach"), and
Everett Lee ("Cities and People: A Demographic Approach") to
be offered in the Eastern Circuit with Field Centers at
Hampshire College, University of Maryland (College Park),
Syracuse University, and Clark College (Atlanta); the course
by Andrei Simic ("Traditional Society and the Impact of
Urbanization and Technological Change") to be offered in the
Central Circuit with Field Centers at Miami University
(Ohio), University of Missouri-Kansas City, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and Louisiana State University; and the
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course by George J. Stolnitz ("Population") to be offered in
the Western Circuit with Field Centers at the Oregon Grad-
uate Center (Beaverton), Harvey Mudd College, University of
Texas-Austin, and Stanford University. This does not ex-
haust the list of interesting and appropriate topics. The
full listing is available from the Education Division,
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515
Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.



"Teaching Notes on Population " is a cooperative effort of the International
Population Program at Cornell University and the Foreign Area Materials Center in
New York City, which operates under the auspices of the National Council of Asso-
ciations for International Studies and the New York State Education DepartMent's
Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies. The objective of
" Teaching Notes " is to strengthen population studies in undergraduate education
by sharing information about and experiences with materials and ideas useful in col-
lege teaching. Publication of " Teaching Notes " is being supported by a grant to
NCAIS from the Population Council.

The International Population Program at Cornell seeks to advance the scientific
study of population through graduate training and research. The program also
maintains an active interest in furthering education about population in the school
and college curriculum. The Foreign Area Materials Center develops materials useful
in teaching about foreign areas and world problems, mainly at the undergraduate
level. The National Council of Associations for International Studies seeks to

strengthen the international dimensions of undergraduate education and is composed
of 12 associations of colleges and universities, representing more than 400 institutions
from Werntont to Hawaii. The Center for International Programs and Comparative
Studies is particularly concerned with improving opportunities in New York State
for the -tidy of areas of the world traditionally neglected in American education and
with ex;:ioring significant aspects of American society in relation to developments
elsewhere.


